
 

First, I want to situate myself in this project. Alongside this poster, I am 

documenting my White grandmother’s oral history, who grew up and 

lived in Milwaukee from 1927 to 1987. Through her oral history, I want to 

1) produce knowledge about how White supremacy operates historically 

and presently in Milwaukee, and 2) further understand how my White 

family acted out domination and gained resources through the exploitation 

of people of Color, and specifically Asian Americans, which will help me 

understand how I perpetuate these patterns in my own life. 

Central to this oral history is an analysis of how my grandmother was (or 

wasn’t) physically and mentally separated from Asian America in Mil-

waukee. One tactic that White supremacy uses to maintain racial domi-

nance is pitting people of Color against each other, often in fights over re-

sources, to distract from the tremendous amount of resources constantly 

flowing into the hands of White people and institutions. Spatially, White 

supremacy pits Asian Americans against other groups of Color by placing 

Asian American communities between White residential areas and other 

neighborhoods of Color. In other words, Asian Americans are used as 

“buffer communities” to obscure the flow of resources into White neigh-

borhoods. In this project, I aim to show how this intentional pattern occurs 

in Milwaukee. 

 

 

 

I based the map years – 1960, 1980, and 2000 – around two important 

U.S. immigration policy shifts: the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act 

and The Immigration Act of 1990. I acquired datasets for this project from 

historical census records, found on Social Explorer and the National His-

toric Geographic Information System (NHGIS). I downloaded the U.S. 

census tract polygons in the form of shapefiles from NHGIS for the three 

decennial census years. Then, I downloaded the U.S. Census data tables of 

Milwaukee County by Race for the same years. 

 

I will use these maps to supplement my grandmother’s oral history. In our 

interviews, she erases and separates herself from Asian America in Mil-

waukee in many ways, which I will discuss in the oral history analysis. 

These maps show that Asian American people have lived in Milwaukee 

for many years, most certainly providing crucial labor to the infrastructure 

of Milwaukee, including the infrastructure of my grandmother’s neighbor-

hoods – Bayview and Foxpoint. Additionally, these maps with help visual-

ize how resources are directed toward White residential areas were/are at 

the expense communities of Color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After acquiring Milwaukee data tables and census tract shapefiles for 1960, 

1980, and 2000, I formatted the data tables in preparation for making my 

maps. Next, I joined the tables to the tracts so I could display the racial Cen-

sus data of Milwaukee over time. 

I decided to use a dot density symbology method to display multiple racial 

groups on one map (instead of a graduated color pattern, which would have 

required at least three maps for each year). Each dot on a map represents one 

person, and I made the dots large enough so that racial groups with fewer 

members would still be visible. 

 

 

These maps show a distorted history. Historical U.S. Census records are spot-

ty and inaccurate. Records predating computers were initially handwritten, 

and later digitized. This process is likely full of mistakes. 

Additionally, 1960 was the first year that individuals could determine their 

own race. Before this, census takers made their own judgements based on ap-

pearance. Even after 1960, I doubt this practice was completely terminated. 

Lastly, the U.S. Census has long been used as a method of White racial con-

trol. Changes in racial categories over time are used to alter the stereotypes, 

visibility, and invisibility of different groups of Color. For example, 

“Mexican” was included in the 1930 Census for the first time as undocu-

mented Mexican immigrants became a crucial supply of labor for U.S. capi-

talism. In 1940, this category was taken away for 30 years (until 1970), in 

tandem with the bracero program, which admitted nearly one million tempo-

rary Mexican laborers into the U.S. (only to deport many of them in the 

1950s under “Operation Wetback”). This is a clear example of how White-

run institutions such as the U.S. government use the U.S. Census to manipu-

late constructions of race. 

In conclusion, the U.S. Census should not be trusted as an accurate represen-

tation of history, although it can be helpful in piecing together a clearer pic-

ture, as in the case of my grandmother’s oral history. 

 

 

The spatial results of the three maps were not surprising. In 1960, Asian 

Americans were included in the “Other Race” Census category (along with 

Native people), represented in red on the map. Looking at the map, you can 

see the red dots scattered across Milwaukee, but most clustered around the 

Black population (green dots). This is the beginning of an Asian American 

“buffer zone” between the Black community (green) and White residential 

areas (blue). Moving to 1980, when “Asian” was its own Census category, 

the red dots remain on the outskirts of the green dots, even as the Black com-

munity grows outward. Looking to 2000, this spatial pattern becomes most 

obvious. Asian American communities are clustered on every side of the 

Black population, and now the Latinx community as well (yellow dots, clus-

tered below dense green area). 

Additionally, I want to highlight the results of the 2000 year map. Although 

my grandmother moved away from Milwaukee before 2000, I included this 

map to show the effects of the many thousands of Hmong refugees who were 

resettled by the U.S. government in Wisconsin following the U.S. War in 

Vietnam and “secret war” in Laos. Since nearly 40 percent of Asian Ameri-

cans in Wisconsin are Hmong, I point out the government resettlement be-

cause the U.S. government literally chose where Hmong people would live – 

and unsurprisingly, it chose to situate Hmong people between Black and 

White residential areas in Milwaukee, reinforcing the exploitation of Asian 

American people as “buffer communities.” 
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